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.
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Former Fealured
Singer of Bernie
Plays at J Hop
Col. Manny Prager, featured singer
for ten years with the band of the
"Ole Maestro," Ben Bernie, brings to
the campus his own band, 'The Cavaliers," for the J Hop on Nov. 8.
Prager began his musical career as a
fiddler but changed to the saxophone
when he had the opportunity to fill
a sax position. He thereafter joined
Paul Whiteman, Vincent Lopez and in
1929, Ben Bernie.
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We hope that fathers, mothers, sisters,

May the gods of fair weather smile upon us
and no untoward event mar the pleasure of the
day.

le

environment.

g

lasting popularity.
Now the adept saxophonist and excellent singer has his own band and it
is as leader of his "Cavaliers" that he
comes to Wooster. The capable vocalists featured with the band will be
Skeets Morris and Betty Bonney7 With
the exception of the leader and Miss
Ross Halamay will play for the
Bonney, all the lads of the band are
Dad' . Day dance Saturday, Nov. 9.
'graduates of Auburn University in
The dance will start at 8 p.m. and last'
Alabama."
till 12 M. This is one of the three
dances for which the girls

Halamay Supplies
Music For Dance

all-colle-

Faithfully yours,
CHARLES P, WISHART
CHARLES F. WISHART

receive 12 o'clock permission, the othHome-comin- g
dance

College Discovers

Imogens Bingaman, Beth Boulton,
Lucille Campbell, Lois Clowes, Mary
Lou Greene, Barbara Haas, Jo Kibler,
and Marion Roller were elected- - into
Pembroke literary society at a meeting
ofthat"urganizailun held 'Thursday,!'"
Oct. 31. .These upperclass women,
who were chosen on a basis of competitive tryout papers submitted under
pseudonyms, will receive both informal
and formal initiation Thursday, Nov.
14, when Pembroke will convene in
Babcock basement at 6:49 p.m.

"Oh say, does the
banner yet wave o'er the land of the
free and the home of the brave?"

Hitler's Swastika

Pembroke members and their guests
are planning to migrate to Cleveland
Tuesday, Nov. 19, to see Alfred Lunt
and Lynn Fontaine in the Theatre
Guild's production of the Robert Sherwood play 'There Shall be no Night."
Early in the second semester there
will be another opportunity to try out
for Pembroke. Freshmen women will
be taken in then.

Forinighily Members
Plan Modern Opera
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Sons and Daughters of Old Grads
Make Wooster a Family Tradition
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Well, yes, but the Nazi swastika
does tooVor did last Wednesday
morning, until Doc Killian climbed up
a swaying ladder to take it down.

The big, red banner was spotted
first by early risers in Kenarden, who
at first glance thought the solid field
with a circular field in the center
meant, "Ball game today." But as
they rubbed the sleep from their eyes
they perceived the black swastika and
chuckled as they shuffled to the show.
er.

European Scholar
Will Lecture Hero

lor-ha-
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DR. HARRY COTTON

j
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Dr. Cotton Holds

the campus for another "Dad's
Day," It was in 1927, just 12 years
ago, that the college first set aside
a day for the families of the students,
and since that time 'Dad's Day" has
been an annual affair.

The schedule of events is headed
by an open house at faculty and administrative offices from 10:30 t o
11:30 Saturday morning. The hour
will give parents an opportunity to
confer with the professors if they so
Dr. Harry Cotton, pastor of Broad desire. Parents are invited to luncheon
Street Presbyterian church, Columbus, in the various dormitories at 12:30.
and former professor of philosophy at Tickets for all meal during the week- Wooster will address students inter- end may be secured
at Mis Little' ofested in the ministry, religious educafice in Hoover basement.
tion, and social service work at a
luncheon to be held at Babcock Nov: Bowling Green v. Wooster for Dads 11 at 12:30 p.m.
The
enof the week-enFollowing the luncheon, Dr. Cotton tertainment will be the football contest
will hold conferences with those de- in the stadium between Bowling Green
siring to discuss their careers in these and the twice defeated Wooster Scots.
various fields.
Students may obtain reserved seat
Dr. Cotton, who graduated from tickets for their parents at the gym
Wooster in 1921, attended Princeton for $ each. Game time is 2:15. Woos- team will clash with
Theological Seminary from which he ter's
graduated in 1924. He became the the Bowling Green runner in a dual
pastor of Broad Street Presbyterian meet at 1:30. The meet will end at the
church in 1928 after completing fur itadium just before the game begins.
ther graduated study which extended
Immediately following the football
from 1924 to 1926, and teaching in gamevcabcock:
hnllijali
Wooster from 1926 to 1928. He re- - be the scene of a reception for par
ceived his Ph.D. from Princeton in ents and students. The social
event
1931. At present he is a trustee of wiU give fathers and mothers an op
Princeton Theological Seminary and portunity to meet the professors they
also a trustee of the ollege of Woos- have been hearing so much about.
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Lecture on Persia
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sisters,
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MrsTjlessup Will

...

brothers,

Wooster students will bring their fam-

Approximately thirty students have
indicated their desire to meet with Dr.
Cotton. The deans' office will make
arrangements for any others wishing
to attend the luncheon or to meet
with Dr. Cotton personally in conferAt the Kenarden breakfast tables ence.
betting odds were three to one that the
flag would be gone before eight o'clock
classes assembled. However, the flag remained floating .. above ..the .. glazed
bricks of Kauke until well after eight
o'clock, due to the disappearance of
all of Doc Killian's Udders. For no
This week, Sunday Evening Forum
matter how much a man respects dewill Jiear Mrs. F. N. Jessup who will
mocracy, you can't ask him to scale
speak on Persia. The Forum will meet
Kauke's towers with only a rope. Rich
at 7 p.m. Sunday in Scott auditorium,
ard Halliburton' maybe

Dr. Karl Polanyi, noted European
scholar, will discuss the question, "Can
Hitlerism Solve European Problems?"
Thursday, Nov. 14, at 8 p.m. in the
chapel. On Friday, Nov. 19, during
No mention was made of the inci
the chapel period Dr. Polanyi will
dent
in chaoel. Faculty ooinions were
speak on "The Theory of Fascism:
during the day, some of
overheard
A Deadlock of Politics and Economthem indignant, others amused. Specics", At a seminar to be held in Tay ulation
to use that good old cliche
willi
ll
as to
nd agents
discuss "Russia and the DanubTin involved. Already, official investigators
have been seen upon the campus, en
Countries".
deavoring to discover the culprit.
These lectures by Dr. Polanyi are These are
representatives
sponsored by the Class of 1917 lec- of the Little Orphan Annie Secret
tureship. This lectureship was estab Code Ring Detective Club send in
two aluminum seals and YOU TOO
lished in 1927 and annually provides
will become a member.
for a lecture in a field of scholarship
The only person concerned who has
which is allied to departmental study.
not issued a statement is Adolph Hit
Dr. Polanyi who is now teaching at ler;- - nothing atalLromBerlin.Juu
Bennington college in Vermont is an reached the Voice office. Maybe no
a
one told him
Oxford University lecturer and the
University of London lecturer in extension courses and tutorial classes. He
was formerly on the faculty of the
Bands
People's College of Vienna and a
Worms
member of the Budapest Bar.

mothers,

aunts, and uncle will all be welcomed
as "Dads" Saturday, Nov. 9, when

cross-countr-

The Student Senate has decided to
Sociology club will hold its monthly
meeting Monday, Nov, 1 1, at 7 p.m. at charge the same price for stag as for
"Amelia Goes to the Ball" is the
the home of Dr. A. A. Johnston. The couple, as it has been impossible for
group will hear Dr. Frank Cowles those in the ticket office to tell wheth- name of the American opera which
of the Latin department who will dis- er (he purchaser had a date or not. Fortnightly members are planning to
cuss 'The Social Aspect of Roman The admission fee for the Dad's Day present, both on their program and
dance will be: 65
on .the Hill sometime "during the curCmltzauon-- .
rent year. The opera is written by an
American, Menotti, and has - been
given many times in this country. Although it was written only a few
years ago, the "Met" .has produced
it several times. It is modern and difficult to sing. The cast follows:
Amelia, Elisabeth Lorson; the friend,
Martha Milburn; the husband, Howard Shaw; the lover, Paul Parmelee;
the chief of police, James Baird; two
maids, June Whitmer and Barbara
Hogg. The accompanist will be Elizabeth Woodward, and the stage manv
ager, James Wise.
--

Fathers,

hi-lig-

Pembroke Elects
Winning Writers

ge

er two. being the
and the Color Day dance.

broth-

ers, cousins, aunts and all collateral relatives will
feel that their welcome on the campus is both
hearty and genuine. We covet your friendship,
your loyal support, and even your constructive
criticisms.
j

and the tragedies of humble fisherfolk
of, a quaint Mexican village. It is a
story of survival the battle of a brave
people against a

Spanish-speakin-

November 9, 1940

fa-the- rs

'The Wave" depicts the struggles

One reason for the artistic perfection of 'The Wave," is that it was
originated, not by an ordinary scenario writer," but by Carlos Chavez, noted Mexican composer, while he was
chief of the department of fine arts
of the Mexican government. The film
was produced especially for the Mexican government. It has a special appeal in these days when our relations
peoples of
with the

"
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Plays, And Dance

This is the fourteenth year in which The College of Wooster has opened its campus to the
and mothers of our students on a given day
which has come traditionally to be known as
DAD'S DAY. This pleasant custom originated
since I came to Wooster, and each observance
of it has impressed us all with its real value.
There cannot be too much interchange of acquaintance between home and campus.

All of us are accustomed to movies
that give us a thrill. But the trouble
with most of the cinema productions
is that they represent pure fiction
the products of someone's too vivid
imagination. Rarely are we offered the
privilege of witnessing a motion picture based on real life, and consisting
of a series of scenes of consummate
beauty.

this hemisphere are growing closer
His title "the Colonel," bestowed and closer as we and they stand togethupon him by the "Ole Maestro," was er to make this part of the world safe
given to him because he specialized in for democracy.
songs in southern accent. But he did
Paul Strand, producer of 'The
not confine himself to Dixie dialects, Wave," is one of the men responsible
for when he was on the European tour for the development of the art of
with Bernie he acquired a splendid as- photography. This movie has been acsortment of British accents including claimed his greatest achievement.
that of the cockney. These novelty
'The New York World Telegram"
songs brought him and his boss much
fame. Such numbers as "The Kings devoted a whole page of its rotograosses," "H'ya Duchess" and "The vure section to it, and "Life" gave it
spread.
Duke is on the Bat Again" enjoyed a four-pag- e

Dr. Cowles Speaks

'

will

none-too-favorab-

Dads With Game,

.

be shown in
Nov. 11.
Monday,
Taylor auditorium,
brought
being
to this
This movie is
Spanish
the
for
particularly
college
department, but everyone is urged to
take advantage of this opportunity.

'The Wave,"

;

,

Dance and PUys at Night'
Two attractions are on the pro
gram for Saturday night. In Scott
auditorium members of last year's
advanced pUy production classes will
ntam TWI n
Dresent two one-a- rt
Stilt" and "Sippressed Desire'V'Th
leads will be taken by Martha Stark
and Lucy Simon. Tickets for the pro-duction are free to parents, and may
be secured in John D. McKee' office
by showing meal tickets or game tickets. Others may obtain
at the door for 33 rents."

play-tJcke-

.

ts

At the same time in the gym, sons
and daughters will
to the
music of Ross Halamay and his or
chestra. This outfit has played on the
Taylor hall
Mrs. Jessup, formerly a missionary campus previously this fall for
dances.
in Persia, has lived there thirty-onPresident Wishart will conclude the
years. Consequently,, she knows the
when he preaches
customs, the people and the country parents' week-enwell. Her talk will deal with the Persia in Davidson Memorial Chapel Sunof the past --and- the .presents.
,
- day at. 1 1. a JO.
two-ste- p

all-colle-

ge

e
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Dr. Lean -- Publishes Special Edition
01 C. Dickens' "A Christmas CaroY'

.,

Protect

Trees From

Inspectors', Approval

In addition, to being a

well-know-

n

The business office has at last
cleared
up the mystery of the odd
many papers which have appeared in
black
bandsr
girding nearly every tree
"Europe Today" and "Archy fur
und Sozialpolitik", He on the campus, and we now know
lecturer, Dr. Polanyi is the author of

Records of student enrollment in
the Registrar's office show thatthere
are
members or the class
of '44 who are related in some way
to present and former Wooster stuthirty-seve-

n

dents.
Among these freshmen are the descendants of people who have figured
prominently in the history and development of Wooster College.
Students in the group are Robert
S. Atkinson, Elizabeth N. Baker, Patricia M. Blocher, Elizabeth Blough,
Pauline Brannan, Catherine Compton,
John R.'Bbright, Evelyn M. Eddy,

Inspectors from the Ohio bureau
for fire prevention pronounced dormitories at The College of Wooster
among the best equipped for fire pre-

So-sialwissensc-

haft

V. Finef rock, Philip M.
they had seen.
Ruth C
rvjnuevGault, vention that
rnarew i. vjoneen. ciizaoein viouriey, fall after the installation of almost
George Hackett, Dwight G. Hanna,
two dozen new fire extinguishers in
Dale A. Hudson, Franklin L. Harper,
buildvarious- campus and
Virginia Hart, Rex E. Hartzler.
ings and the renovation of, the
Stanley G. Jones, Roberta Kingman,
exits in Hoover and Holden.
New
Nancy Limb, Jean B. Mclntyre, Ruth
glass was inP, Marker, Willard S. Mershon, Nan- stalled in doors covering the approach-e- s
cy J. Robinson, Ruth M. Rohrabaugh,
to the fire escapes in these two
Scan-Ioreplacing
dormitories
James W. Rowe,
the window
Charles S. Schollenberger, John glass variety there before. This
E. Smeltz, Mary E. Smucker, Robert
the chance of flames bursting
G. Thomas, Joan B. TwitchelL Mar- through to cut off escape in case of a
4
-nre.
garet A. Welsh, Lauretta Wright.
v
Margaret

LErank,

off-camp-

-

us

fire-esca-

wire-reinforc-

Mary-Hele- n

pe

ed

n,

lee-se-
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r
of "Christian- that the bands are placed around the
the
ity and the Social, Revolution" and trees in the fall in order to prevent
the destructive Chancre worm from
"Der Oesterreichische Volkswirt".
making their exodus into the upper
parts of the tree when the first thaw
comes in the spring. Last year Urge
Conserv Holds Recital percentage of the campus trees, es
pecially the oak and elms, bore leaves
Several Conservatory student! will riddled with worm hole caused by
present a recital in the chapel Monday the Chancre worm. The band ax
evening, Nov. 11 at 7. Students, fac made of Balsa wood and are covered
ulty and townspeople are invited to be with an adhesive similar to that found
on fly paper.
present. '.:....

was also

Joint-edito-

.

.-

DR. LEAN
Dr. Lean and have long wanted the
Dr. Delbert Lean, who has given story for reading to themselves or to
Dickens' "A Christmas Carol" every their families
in this form.
Christmas season since 1904 with but
Dr. Howard Lowry. 23, in the
two exceptions, has recently published November issue of the Wooster Alum
his own edition of this famous book.
ni Bulletin, tells the history of Dr.
Dr. Lean has always employed an Lean and the "Carol and reviews
arrangement of the story based on the briefly the Dickens cutting which Dr.
cutting Dickens himself used on lecture Lean has published.
tours and reading in America, This
The edition may be secured by order
version very hard to get hold of, is from Dr. Lean or from any of the
at last mad accessible to the many Cleveland hook stores. The price is
I alumni and other who have heard 30 cent.
,
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Woostj-terit-

would still have known that a formal
dance was scheduled for last Friday night
rained, thus opening Woos-ter'-s
psychic?
formal season in the traditional style. But
with true resignation, the Holden inmates
donned scarves and waded through puddles to
the 298 Club commonly known as the gym;
The wet weather did not penetrate to their ,
spirits and die dance was enjoyei byall, in'
eluding the onlookers, for such was I.
The junior girls won't feel at home without
a formal every weekend. The J Hop follows
on the heels of the dorm dance. The dance to
be held this Friday, Nov. 8, is especially super, v
however, because we frail femmes do not leave ,j
our Prince Charmings at the stroke of twelve,
but must , endure them until one. This, the
biggest dance until the Senior Prom, will fea'
ture Manny. Prager as maestra', reputedly a good
band. Celia Retzler seems to be the guiding
star and the one to turn to for "information.
The next day, and it will have stopped rain'
ing by that time, sees our third consecutive
home game. The occasion is Dad's Day aftd the
opposing team is Bowling Green. And here
I'd like to put in a personal remark. Could the
Wooster Love Song be speeded up a trifle
without spoiling the effect? Right now it sounds
like a funeral dirge!
Eight o'clock rolls around and brings with it
the opening strains of Ross- Halamy's band.
Because of our Dads, we are permitted a twelve
per on Saturday night. Jim Blackwood revealed
to me in private that couples will be charged
65c and stags the same. The reason for this
sudden concession is that stags look no different
from normal boys so get away with buying
couple tickets. The Senate has sold only one
stag ticket to date ana that was to a non
college man. The reason for previous stag
has. been that because of stags,
it is thought many more girls sit in on Sat'
'
'
urday nights. We wonder
That seems to be the sum total of all social
but since I have space
events for the week-enand you're still reading, I might add a word
or two. Do you ever search for a place to play
bridge? Do' you long for a cozy corner in which
to read with him? Or would you boys like a
place where you can get a sundae on your
girl's bill? There's only one place that qualifies.
The teahouse, between the lib and Holden, is
open every night and is a swell place in which
to relax. Decks of cards arotwaajlable, comfort'
able chairs, good books, and good refreshments.
Personally, we like it.
Time is getting "short and this must ba in,
so I'll end hastily by saying, I'll see you there.

--
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Students welcome dads
Dear Dad:

We're looking forward to seeing you on
Saturday morning as it's been almost two
months since we last saw you and Mom. So
much has happened since then.
Wooster has been going great guns this
year. So far we have made a good showing
in football considering that the majority of our
opponents have had heavier teams.
was a grand success with the sentiment of
Kenarden residents plastered on the roof. All
the class of '40 seems to have landed jobs so
there may even be hope for us. Skip Moser is
even teaching Indians on the reservation.
The campus got conventionally excited
about the election with several New Deal pro
Rahtzr
fessorstaldhXlhelpotlightrJaffrey-an- d
paid an election bet in full day before yester
day when they pushed Sam around the chapel
in a wheelbarrow.
Bv the way. when you come around Sat'
urday you'll discover there is a new road which
runs past Hoover. At the present it's rather
rutty but we expect bigger things from it in
the spring.
The girls on the campus instead of waving .
a flag are flourishing their Red Cross knitting.
The fellows seem rather indifferent to the
whole thing. Dinner conversation goes on" as
usual about the food and the women. The
seniors did manage to register for the draft.
Prexy announced that there would be a
$10,000 fine for those who evaded it. It caused
quite a laugh.
The college quarter comes to an end next
week and another installment is due so please
bring your check book.
We'll be seeing you soon, '.
The Gang on the Hill.
P.S. Remember, checkbook.

;
'
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The Creighton university Creighton-ianotes that "Mr. Arnold Whitridge,
in an open letter to American undergraduates, charged that students are
and
not only
but "downright immoral because they
don't grab a gun and charter the first
boat to England.1' The Creightonian
replies that "the reason undergrad-

A

iiNlvPBSnV PBOFEttOfc FROM AUSTRALIA
TRAVELED 12.000 MILES TO ATTEND THE
EMPIRE UNIVERSITIES CONGRESS AT
LONDON. ONLY TO FIND THAT HE WAS A
YEAR AHEAD OF TIME
THE MISUNDERSTANDING WAf CAUSED
BY A TYPtSTf ERROR

Roosevelt:

In ages to come historians Drobablv will
view as highly significant the election in 1940
of the candidate of Carl Sandburg, Marian
Anderson, and Alexander Wolcott over the
choice of Kathleen Norris, Irvin S. Cobb and
Joe Louis.

"
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prom the SHOP.
'
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Saxophones are the backbone.. of
every good dance band and we have
no quarrel with them in their place;
but it is our humble opinion that they
are slightly misplaced on the concert
stage. Turkey is good but it tastes
much better with cranberry sauce,
mashed potatoes and pumpkin pie.
TOMMY TUCKER, recently playing at the Oriental theatte in Chicago, gave the audience the usual introductory ballyhoo presenting his vocalist Don Brown. Tommy was in rare
form and spared no praise of his
songster. With a prideful, "and now
I give you Don Brown!" Tucker gestured back to where Brown usually sat
in the brass section. The chair was
empty. Tucker, aghast, frantically "mo'
tioned to the pianist to doodle anything! He' doodled. Suddenly inspired,
Tucker signaled "Stardust" to the
band, motioned trumpeter AI Knapp
to come down and do the vocal. Knapp
scurried down and sang it, the audience convinced they - were listening
tnucWyiiltup Don Brown. After
the show the boys found Brown, The
Little Man Who Wasn't There in
the dressing room, peacefully pound- his ear. Embarrassing moments
courtesy D. B.

ir "s

assign-ment-

.
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Old-Fashion-

College Appointments

,

Despite the European war, the high cost
f living, our low endowment and a Voice
editorial; the trustees of the college "decided
that the campus,' like GauIpshould be divided- "into three parts and voted to have a road in
front of the gym. Perhaps they, haven't read
the rule in the student
"Students
of the College of Wooster are not allowed to
own or operate automobiles."

,

.

.
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Stadium
Lower Douglass
p.m. Social Dancing:
M. Dance .U.
Gym
8 p.m.-1- 2
8 p.m. Plays
............ Taylor
.

7-- 8

V

"

'

r

The football game next Saturday is in honor
of Dad's Day. Pop will be served.

SUNDAY, NOV. 10
0
.....Kauke
a.m. World Fellowship
1 1 a.m.
Church
Last Saturday morning people passing by
......,..,........ Chapel
7 p.m. Sunday Evening Forum.7Z.Taylof
Third Section were startled to see a neatly
MONDAY, NOV. 11 .
painted sign tacked on the door. "Men" it
Film!
Mexican
"The Wave"
4:30 p.m.
'said. And sure enough, members of that particular sex were filing in, and out. All were
Taylor
7:30 p.m. Mexican Film, "The Wave"
'strangers, all were Presbyterians. The sign,
Taylor
was for the guidance of the visiting members
7:30 p.m. Phi Sigma Iota....Mr. Bradford's
of the Presbyterian Union. To the casual
,
p.m. Student Group RecitaL.-Chape- l
this was merely a curiosity; but to
passer-byTUESDAY, NOV. 12
the
who has spent three or four years
person
f.
4:30-5:4- 5
p.m. Women's Chorus....Kauke
at Wooster it was .a tragedy. For one of the
p.m. Men's Glee Club...
proudest sections on the hill to, fall so low
Kauke.
S
THURSDAY, NOV. 13
would draw tears from the most
p.m. Women's Chorus.jtheriian":Truly it is a sad day when the once haughty"
p.m. Men'f Glee Club........:.Kauke
synagogue is reduced to nothing moire than an
.

9-1-
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.

.
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single fw'sn policy. However, as time
went on, the red haze of war exhumed
the question; and by Tuesday one of
the main issues, sinisterly enough, was,
"Who can arm us the fastest and who
can keep us out of war?"
In London and Berlin, our election
was the main topic of conversation.
London was discreet as usual, even going so far as to call home her ambassador temporarily so that he could
not be accused of interfering in our
Berlin's greatest
domestic affairs.
trouble was in explaining just what
was happening in America. It seems
the Germans don't understand what
an election ' is. Brother Adolf . could

rejoice, in that "It Can't Happen
'"'"'
Here."
More Help to England Where?
The British were a little puzzled
since both candidates promised "more
help to England," and yet little of the
same seemed to be arriving. The fifty
(destroyers we delivered are being
named after towns the United Kingdom and the United States have in
common one of them is called Mans- 6d.lJThedebate there resolved .itself,
not to how much goodeiuimehcti
date could give the United States, but
how much they could give England.
They like the treatment they have
been receiving and prefer Roosevelt.
In Germany thdfe was another picture. Early" in the Roosevelt regime,
Germany had a tender spot in her
heart
which she felt

'

-
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IN-

CREASING CONSCIOUSNESS OF
GIRLS' SOCIAL CLUBS ON THB
CAMPUS DESIRABLE?
Rebecca Perkins, Ml: Social clubs on
the campus are all right as long as
they do not take away from ihe spiri
it of the whole campus. Wooster's
collegfe spirit is too valuable to be
given up for loyalty to smaller
groups.
Vera Louise Irwin, '44: Yes, I think
; so in that it helps to tie girls together aside from their regular work. I
feel that it tends to make the campus more united.
Richard Davies, '42: Yes. Girls' social
clubs on the campus make more en-- "
jbyable the lives of those, girls who,
through no fault of their own perhaps, are not able to meet fellows
otherwise;
Sue MacMillan, '43 1 No. With a continued increase, girls' social clubs on
the campus "will soon amount to
sororities. Many of us came to
Wooster partly because- - we don't
like sororities.
Dean Mordhurst, MI: No. Seemingly
the problem of exclusive social
clubs will never be solved, and yet
they are excrescences on the student
body. They definitely create feeling
of both superiority and inferiority
among students. Perhaps the YW
might organize more clubs so that
all who care could belong to a social
organization.

;

Not since 1916 has the outside
world been so interested in our choice
for president. For one thing, a free
election such as ours has become a'
-- .curiosity
just about as
for most people as coffee and security.
Early in the campaign, both parties
decided to remove the foreign question from debate by agreeing on a

s.

MARJORY OWEN
DO YOU CONSIDER THE
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A University of Akron student has no first name. His name is J. T.
ScottrThe" initials do not stand for anything. J. T. came from the south
a few years ago and has had much trouble with his name or lack of it
i
.
at Akron.
The editor of the University of New Mexico yearbook is offering free
s
before they have their pictures taken.
trips to the hairdresser's to the
Buchtelite. "
co-ed-

RICHTER, CONRAD
The Trees. A book of special interest because it tells the story of a pion-- "
eer family that migrated frora Pennsylvania to the wilderness of southeastern Ohio near the end of the eighteenth century. .
STRUTHER, JAN (pseud.)
- Mrs Miniver.
Humorous sketches of
daily life in "ah upper middleclass
English family just before the yar. '
.

.

keeps a live rattlesnake and a horned toad in her
room. Besides these she has a 12 inch terrapin shell, 25 rattlesnake rattles, and
a buffalo' jawbone.
;

A Texas Tech

co-e- d

.

d

'
HOLT, A. E.
This Nation Under God. "The author urges a religious basis for democracy and outlines the responsibility of the church in a democracy."
KENNEDY, JOHN F.
Why England Slept. "The gradual
change in the nation's psychology
from the peaceful year of 1931 . . .
to the events of May 1940" is traced.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology recently played its first
football game in more than 40 years. The team is student
and is made up of juniors' and seniors.

;J

de-

tailed, accurate,
investigation of Hitler's career as a demagogue and dictator, an examination of
this unprecedented personality in ac
tiori upon his fellow men iri Austria,
in Germany and in Europe."

'

"

--

....

"

HEIDEN, KONRAD
One Man Against Europe. "A

Paul Mellon, already a graduate of Yale and Cambridge, has enrolled as a freshman at St. John's College, Annapolis, Md.
Multi-millionai-

.

Recommends

ority

-

,

sity Pres. C. C. Williams, who holds
it is not the young people, but the elders of the land, especially the statesmen, who have lost their hardiness.
A challenge to youth is voiced by
the Santa Clara, publication at the
"We prefer a devil we don't know,
University of Santa Clara, Calif. "Reto one we do."
This is probably the first American
cently," it says, "in a letter to a naelection the Japanese have considered
tional magazine, a woman accused
as anything but a new event. The. American young men of doing nothJapanese, reduced to grasping 'at
ing but 'living off their parents and1
the government, riding around in
straws, favored Willkie in the hope
that any change might find a fresh
jaloppies, and exercising an immoral
starting point for Japanese relations.
attitude toward women.' " The Santa
They really don't seem to want war
Clara believe "the immediate reac' in spite of our newspapers. Also, any
tion of the. subjects of such' attacks
is laughter or contempt. It is an unrespite would be welcomed by the
Japanese who are living from day to
fortunate truth, however, that the last
day fearful of their defeat, and the
person to recognize a fault is the
month or so taken by a new admin'subject of that fault. It is the duty of
istration to warm up would mean that ' college men to exhibit in themselves
much time to hang on.
such industry, patriotism and adherAll in all; problems are going to
ence to Christian principles that in
come thick" and fast in the weeks to
times of national crises scurrilous atcome. The new European line-utacks upon 'American Youth' will be 7
Laval and Franco seems to be
made impossible."
saved to coincide with the American
press of the land is
JLthe college
elections. We are faced with the prob
an indicator, youtht T'eVlXilibi.
lem whether to appease Japan or no.
shortcomings, resents the unfairness
- Should we try to feed Belgium? How
of some critics, and is resolved to dismuch will we sacrifice to protect the
prove all charges of weakness.
Philippines? What about the 100
ACP
planes at Martinique; will we have to
take over the island? How far is our
government going to go to enforce
defense orders? Are we willing to" go
pn.iielpinjg Latin
merjcasJaone
v'sided venture? Much' revision"df tat'
laws is necessary, such as the much
condemned excess profits tax which
was supposed to ruin business but in
reality will yield but J(200,000,000 in
BROOKS, VAN WYCK
first
full
Added
year.
doesn't
it
New England: Indian - Summer,
up,
.its
1865-191look as though we'll be allowed to slip
Distinguished critics call
into boredom now that the election is
this book :'brilliant"'1alive" "excitover.
g
ing" "profound"
as a
novel" "a masterpiece"
"classic"
"one of the most exciting and notable
Jiterary achievements of our time "

Two Kent State students are recovering from injuries received when
they attempted to serenade
house. Hardly had they1 started their
serenade when they were assaulted by a plain clothes officer and taken to
jail. The officer had warned them that their singing was disturbing the
!
peace.
'
,'..(.

.

from, "faculty sources, , among . them
Dean Virginia C. Gildersleeve of Barnard college, who declares the charges
are exaggerated; and Lehigh univer- -

'

a-sor-

:

s'

affaires
Then too, it was Mr. Roosevelt who
refused a commercial treaty with Ger- many, resting on --"strict reciprocity ,!!
All in all, our President is obviously'
For Germany, any
an anti-Naz- i.
change seemed 'desirable.
The general concensus of opinion
was that Roosevelt would move more
rapidly toward intervention while Willkie would put more speed into building our own machine for defense.
-4-

.

:

a revolution akin to
National Socialism " sounds like Re- publican propaganda. However, several things changed her mind: Mr.
.Roosevelt removed Hugh Wilson in
November 1938 leaving a key diplomatic post in the hands of a charge d'

ifAmericani Intend totake-a-littrest from it all, now that it's over,
they seem destined for disappoint- -

7

Profs are always having trouble tricking stu'
dents into spending enough time oii
A great advancement could be made in
the field o education by publi,hing; textbooks
in such a way that each chapter would be
printed a second time with a different chapter
number. Thus, for example, when the professor
assigned chapters IX and X the student would
unconsciously read th,Jesspn twice.

'

is

i

was experiencing

Well, at the time this
ten, it looks as though America favors
a third term for Roosevelt and a second term for Willkie as President of
Commonwealth and Southern. How-eve- r,

n"

4

'.

pro-naz-

uates are opposed to Intervention is
because we are too sluggish to defend our ideals', but because we be-- i
lieve that allying with England is not
: the way to defend them."
Citing the rush of youth to voluh- teer for service in the armed forces,
the Louisiana State University Reveille
notes that "very often American youth
is condemned for "talking intelligently
and thinking shallowly. "We wonder"
12 asks the Reveille, "if these 'condemn-erwould take the time to sit and con-- .'
aider the action of America's youth,
with the world and his life before him,
.who sets aside his personal plans and
ideas in order that he may serve his
country would they so hastily shout
T
'shallow'?"

Willkie President

ts

is being writ-

After calling the junior prom the J Hop,
what will stop them from calling the senior

--

Re-elec-

By BOB RIiKSECKER

7

Veni, Vidi, Vici Villkie

n

'not

Commonwealth Southern Corporation

DICK MILLER
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Lecture by Dr. Karl Polanyi
Chapel

FIRST COLLEGE Y.M.CA

BUILDING ERECTED IN
AMERICA IS STILL IN USE
IT WAS BUILT IN B&& AT
HANOVER .COLLEGE, INDIANA

El-ma-

one-night-

--

ity! Not only was Wooster keeping step with
Brother Progress, but it was lending assistance
to the Federal government's vast new National
Defense Act. The' College has one motive be- hind its actions in' aiding our defense, and
that motive is purely patriotic. Willingness to
assist the government in its drive for total
defense has been foremost in the minds of local
authorities, and this fact the Voice knows
to be true. As for remuneration, Wooster does
not get a cent, exclusive "of . a . $ 1 0 fee. The .
Wooster Airways Incorporated, which has cooperated extremely well with the College, re
ceives the money. Contributing toward prog'
ress without expecting any personal gain is a
virtue practiced by few, but one which brings
deep respect from a contemporary body. The.:
Voice sincerely appreciates the causes and the
results of the Wooster Civil Pilot's Training
course and fully realises its indorsement by the
E. M
student body.

8 p.m.

I

IIHE

--

It was with a feeling of satisfaction that
Wooster College accepted the responsibility of
ljponmr3QyiLlPjlot's Training course ihT.T

7-8:- 30

I

un-Americ- an

Populace

Ttie ritizens of Rochester. N. Y.
when they
wefe n for a ,ig mrp,
heard TOMMY DORSEY'S band re- cently. Right in the middle of the outTommy and Ziggy
fit's
traded places and instruments.
Dorsey played fine jazz trumpet sitting
back in the section while Ziggy front-e- d
the band with TommyTsliphorrT
and poured out some real jive from
it. Versatile aren't they?

.

motive patriotic

7-8:- 30

L.

.

Off Beats

-(J-- W.)

sics

AND

daw.

.

-

.

p.m-Phy-

"

iBffV

of Wisconsin andrecently appointed
national selective service director,
points to the vital need for education.

d

.

THURSDAY, NOV. 7
club....Mr. Ford's house
7:1 J
FRIDAY, NOV. 8 '
Gym
9 p.m.'l a.m. J Hop
SATURDAY, NOV. 9 DAD'S DAY
2:1? p.m. Football Bowling Green
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'The Youth .Movement," quips a
paragraphed in the .University of Texas Daily Texan, "is most inactive when
someone wants the lawn mowed."
To some degree, American youth is
on the defensive. Not a few person
high places have been outspoken - '
1
their
criticisr"Recently,'f observes
in
the Los Angeles Collegian, "we, the
youth of the United .States, have been
the victims of a campaign calling us -a disgrace
. 'a bunch of cowards
to the old families, of trail blazers'."
The Collegian Continues that youth
has "no desire to go over to Europe
and be involved in another one of
Europe's muddles. We are afraid of
having to fight someone else's fight
. . . But we ARB NOT afraid to
fight our OWN FIGHT."

-

Home-corn-in- g

C. A.A.

THE

"American problems today all lie
in the field of education. We ap
proach significant economic, social
and political qpestions with much of
our citizenship illiterate in these fields.
We vote, relying on catchwords and
outworn formulas; capitalizing on
group animosities; appealing to passions; calling names and challenging
the motives of those with whom we
disagree. We are seeing how easy it is
for whole peoples to slip down the
ladder up which they have climbed
"with infinite pain through many centuries. We are"cuscovering hbw difficult it is to make wise choices. We are
embarked on the hard road, the democratic way. If ever we needed civic
competence, it is today." Clarence A.
Dykstra,- president of the -- University.,
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KANSAS IS WRITING A

"College student compose the most
'conservative element in "the country
today, but the reason' the public does-n'know it is that it's only the 'crack- - J
pot" student who makes headlines."
Grinnell college's new president, Dr.
Samuel N. Stevens, debunks the notion that collegians are predominant-

e

Refute Criticism

110 FOftD BOB

JEAN SMELTZ

Diurtbutor of

,

RCP American Youth

CAMPUS CAMERA

Public Considers
Student Radical
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Forced Youth Plan Bass, Tenor, Monotone - Ye Sons Cheer Loud For "Pop" Star Passer Will
Provides Training
Lead Opp ositron
By JACK NAPP
Training men in United States army
camps during the years 1917 and
1918 brought to light the fact that
military authorities were totally unprepared to cope with ' the problem of
giving recruits proper physical training. This department was turned over
to institutional athletic directors for
xvr
lr L
j
ui uibsi
noi,
uie- uurauuu

c.. wrij
huiiu

--
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Since then many coaching staffs have
become progressively enthusiastic about
the idea of having athletics an annual
requirement in all public and private
schools beginning with grade schools
and carrying through college.
To enable success of the plan, government backing would be required
since opposition is too heavy to carry
out the idea otherwise. Athletic directors offer this plan as an alternative
to the system of drafting men in periods of national crisis. Should it be installed, slight technical training would
be all required for army service. They
insist, however, that the prime value
of the system is in the building up of
physical constitutions of students and
thus enabling them to assume a more
healthy aspect of life, while giving
them in their undergraduate years a
necessary outlet for excess energy.
Many educators also hold to the
theory that under the present system
of schooling in the United States there
is a studied lack of discipline. Athletic
departments offer the following solution to these two important situations:

Train Young Men
Emphasis would be placed in the
training of the men in undergraduate
classes on contact sports football, etc.
This is to instill a necessary attitude of
team work in the students, while placing them in situations which would
- -- T

"

-

t

r

X

I

-

t

acquired knowledge to solve. Sports
such as these serve as an escape for
that inherent characteristic of man to
fight. Additional items in the curricula for men would be calesthenics
and individual games tennis, golf,
etc.

Athletics for women would,
team itrtnrH tf a milder varied;
with additional forms of athletics being individual games, calesthenics, and
modern dancing.

SOMETHING NEW
in

BIRTHDAY PARTIES

Medical examination would hold in
each individual case and the only exception to participating in athletics
thus prescribed would be on medical
recommendation.
In such cases attempts would be made to situate the'
individual in suitable activities.

--

Fifth, Seventh Tie

In Decisive Fray

--

Oppositiorotheplan

takes three
trends.
Parents in many cases
major
are distinctly opposed to having their
offspring participate in the rougher
sports for fear that such action might
result 'in permanent or temporary injury. Students themselves show lack
of incentive for violent exercise. Finally, much of the faculty of the various educational institutions consider
physical training an unnecessary and
annoying factor in school curricula.
--

In a game featuring brilliant all
around play, Seventh and Fifth bat
tled to a
tie in the season's feature touch football game. This tie left
the champion of the Kenarden League
to be decided in next Thursday's contest between Third and Fifth. The
winner of this game will become the
6-- 6

new Kenarden league champion replacing Seventh's last year winners.
The loser will have to accept third
place, yielding second place to seventh.
Should Fifth nd Third tiethe race
will result in a tie between the three
ieaders, Third, Fifth", and Seventh.

Coaches Agree on System
Mr, L. C. Boles and Mr. C. B. Mun- son agree that this system of compulsory athletics would benefit the individual in civil life by giving him the
necessary preparatory training as an
under graduate. As an attitude former,
the system is indespensible; and .for
the dispensation of much needed phys
ical hygiene education, it is invaluable.
Mr. Boles insists that youth needs
supervision in the direction of its
energies for the eminent welfare of
both the individual and the commun
ity. He adds that athletic departments
in institutions are, still the only body
who have the proper scientific train- and and necessary equipment to sue
cessfully carry on. the work,' and in
juries received in participation in ath
letics would be negligible compared to
those incurred in military training.
This instruction would benefit the stu
dent mentally as well as physically,
thus giving him a more rounded per
spective of life.

'

Ruin Wooster
Bad
Hopes For Denison Victory
7--

out-sprint-

ed

7-- 0.
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rLANDER'S '
ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
When they are invited to parties, most guests take presents
to the host-- FreedlandetS-tu- tn
the tables.
'
A 1.00 BOX OF ;
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passengers
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POWDER

"Charles of the.

FREE
Individually blended . to suit
your own coloring, with any
purchase of "Charles of the
R$tz

i?m..SB
NEW0GRAMS

cosmetics,

YOU MAY EVEN TAKE A
FREE CAKE BACK TO THE
DORM WITH YOU. EVERY
27th CUSTOMER WINS
ONE SATURDAY

FREEDLANDERS

- returned

the

- following

kickoff to his own 30. After running
plays garnered one first down, the visitors were forced to punt, Ditch taking the ball on his 20. On the first
play Miller went to the 36 on a reverse around left end. Three plays
later the Scots lost the ball on their
own 40 as Miller fumbled and Barran
recovered. Failing to gain, the Big Red
punted again, Ditch making a nicejre-tur- n
from the 15 to his 37. Kate
through
went
xenter for. 4yds.The
play
was
a reverse around left
next
end, and when Miller was hit hard,
he fumbled, the ball flying up into
the air. Robinson gathered it in and
raced 37 yards to. cross the goal stripe
Denison touchdown. Trautman
for,
converted to knot the game at
7--

7.

: Ditch Takes Kickoff
was taken by
Trautinan's kick-of- f
Ditch on the 10 and returned by him

tothecotL28.fteraadenter

E

R

Hubona

.

'

Free Instructions at all times,
Complete line of yarns, needlepoint stamped goods.

id Brown showing. Steve is a deadly
passer, specializing in quick, low bul- : passes over the line of
scrimmage.
Coach Hole, who scouted their
game against Kent last Saturday, was
heard to say that the Falcon receivers
have to get their chests in the way of
Brudzinskfs passes in order to stop
them. The best way to stop his passes
to have the linemen throw up their
handj, for his bullet heaves seldom
go more than a foot over the heads
incharging opposition.
.

splendid opportunities to score as they
received the breaks. Denlsbn drove the
ball to the Scot 47 before Price was
forced to punt, Wooster taking the
ball on the 20 as his punt rolled into
7
the end zone. On. fourth down Kate
kicked out on his own 48. Two running plays and a pass failing to gain
ground,' Price booted a nice kick out
on the Wooster 8. Kate's return punt
went out on his own 39. On the first
play, Price drove into the line. As he
was tackled the ball flew out of his
hands. Bill Balloon, Scot center,
picked, it out of the air and did a neat
bit of running as he went to the Denison 26. The Scots then took to the
air' as their running attack stalled on
the 16. The passers were driven back,
losing ground as they were tackled
behind the line, and Denison finally
got the ball on a fumble on their own
45. On five rtfhning plays and one
complete pass, the visitors went to the
back as he was given beautiful blockWooster 9 yard line with the time
ing, got to the south sideline and
growing very short. Trautman was sent
the Denison back to score
in to try a placement. His attempt was
for the Scots.: Kate kicked the extra
point to make it

ADVERTISERS

.

The game started out at a rapid
pace, with both teams showing a
strong offense. But an intercepted pass
put Seventh in Fifth territory, and
on the second play a pass from Earl
Many Star Linemen
Zeigler to Dick Miller was good for a
The
linemen are Chuck Cates- star
yard gain and a touchdown.
twenty-si- x
ese
Bob Barnett at right
at
center,
For the .remainder of the first half,
guard,
Emil
and
Ihnat at. right tackle.
the play, was in Fifth's territpry.
Ihnat is big. tipping the scales at 210
But the start of the second half pounds, and he does hot overshadow
found a rejuvenated Fifth team fightie other linemen by any great
ing down the field. From near the mid- great amount. All three mentioned are
dle of the field, Bob Sanborn lofted veterans.
a pass down the right side. Bob Cope,
The one weak spot in the armor of
surrounded by Narten and Buchanan, the Falcons will be the absence of their
managed to pick the ball from the first and second string quarterbacks.
ozone and romped for the tying tallies Bob Dill man, a sophomore, will 11
For the rest of the half the play was the slot. He has made a fine showing
in Seventh territory, but Fifth couldn't to date and is expected to show up
quite push the ball over. The game welL
ended as Bob Wilkinson intercepted
The Bowling Green slate to date
Sanborn's pass in the end zone.
shows wins over Findlay and Michigan
State Normal, a tie with Capital, and
Featuring the game was the great
losses to Kent State and Wittenberg.
blocked by Kate just as the gun went
play of the Seventh line of Ail Moir,
1
.
i t
off for the half.
.www .vie w luiuucawu
im Cannell, and Ed Merkel; while
squads,' and the Scots should expect
The last half opened with Denison Sanborn, Cope,. Pudge Hole, and Dick plenty of trouble when they
line up
'
kicking off for the third time. Gernert Eicher were Fifth's luminaries.
for the kick-of- f at Severance stadium
By B. W.
returned the ball to the Wooster 28.
Saturday afternoon.
There followed a punting duel be
By A.M.
tween Ditch and Price with the latter
finally gaining an advantage as he
KENARDEN LEAGUE
quick-kicke- d
to the Scot 14. Ditch
Seventh
1
9
4. 0
punted out, but in two plays Denison
Fifth
4
0
0
8
was again threatening at the Wooster
Third
1
3
0
7
32. A bad pass from center put them
Second
2
2
0
4
back to. the 50 .and they were again
First
2
3
0
.4
forced to punt. The ball was in Woos
Fourth .
2
4
0
0
ter's possession on their own 37 as
Sixth
6
0
0
0
Kent State, Wittenberg, and Wil- the period ended, Denison having just
INDEPENDENT LEAGUE
received a 15 yard penalty.
berforce reign as Ohio's only unde County
'
J
4
1.
9
"
feated
and
Third
football
tountied
elevens
4
0
0
8
The exciting last quarter opened
3
0
0
6
with Ditch setting the visitors back day as Oberlin and Heidelberg tum- Seventh
3
0.
0
6
with a quick kick to the Denison 23 bled from the top bracket last week- Sixth
1
2
5
0
After another exchange of punts, the end. A strong Wittenberg eleven ifth
Fourth
2
they
4
Big Red showed their power as
ushed down on the Oberlin team, Douglass
2
4
0
4
went from the 12 to their 40 yard line.
'
anj
Second
Bethany,
Va.,
W.
also
carrying
2
middle
0
Attempting a pass down the
1
Orahood
2
0
intercepted
and
an undefeated and untied crown, came
at "that point, Ditch
5
0
0
0
was finally brough down on the Den from the hills of Virginia to battle Inky .
Shinn
down
went
ison 35. On third
down the Heidelberg Student Princes,
back to pass but was surrounded by
13-Ohio' Wesleyan's battling Bish
enemy tacklers and had to. run the
ball. By some nice footwork he got ops, previously, unbeaten hut thrice-tie,

Munion Verifies
Mr. Munson holds essentially with
the ideas of Coach Boles, but adds that
By AL MOIR
modern youth lack the discipline necessary to weigh the results of the diIn a thrilling game at Severance
rection of its activities. To be able Stadium last Saturday, the Scots" batdeadlock in the
to give orders, one must be able to tled Denison to a
take them. As a whole,' the youth of 26th renewal of their annual rivalry.
today is irresponsible and overly hasty, Both touchdowns came in the first
Newspapers tell that story every day. quarter, Wooster making their touchFor a proper balance of values it is down in the "first 40 seconds. The
necessary to instill a sense of fair play, teams then ' battled on fairly even
a love of hard physical work, and a terms for the ensuing three quarters,
healthy judgment. This cannot be ob with the home aggregate coming the
tained by the neglect of physical closest to pay dirt in the last quarter.
training.
,
The field was dry and fast. Captain
Present world conditions prohibit
Gernert won the toss and elected
Dick
the successful installation of this plan
the west goal, so as to have
defend
to
in the immediate future, but when
wind
in his favor for the first
the
international tension slackens this
quarter.
might be achieved by bringing it to
the public attention in degrees.
Trautman of Denison kicked off,
the ball going to Kate, who returned
to the Wooster 32. On the first play,
PATRONIZE
around right end, Harry Ditch cut

VOICE

1880

Facing th Scots after tough de
feat at the hands of undefeated Kent
State by a scon of 13 to 0. the
Falcons from Bowline Green will pro
vide the homo outfit with plenty of
opposition. The visitors are big mad
igh and have good rW.. mate
rial backing up their first string,
The greatest trouble is expected
from Captain Steve Brudzinski. triple
threat backfield ace. He has not played
the last two games because of an
infected arm. He did play for a few
minutes at Kent last. Saturday and his
presence greatly improved the Orange

put Wooster back to the 16, Kate
punted to the Denison 30. Just fail
ing to make a first down, Price kicked
to Healey, who ran the punt back to
the Wooster 25. In order to put Denison as far back in their territory as
possible, Kate punted just before the
quarter ended. Detirio was dropped on
his own 21 just as the gun went off
ending the first period.

Intramural League

.

Rk.t.

Kent State Reigns

As Victory Champs

-

:

10
12
15

7.

d,

saw defeat at the hands of a
to the Denison 25 for a first down.
Enters
Stages
Taking to the air, Eicher just missed ramping Xavier contingent by a 12-snagging a pass from Shinn which
score in the Queen City.
With play entering the h o m e would "have gone for a sure touchInjury ridden Bowling Green could
down. After a 'ten yard loss when
stretch the Kenarden race has narShinn was caught back attempting to not prevail against the GoldeitTlashes
rowed down to three teams. Fifth,
pass, Kate heaved one that Shinn from Kent State. This
game was
Third and Seventh go into the last carried to the 9 yard line. Failing to
the seventh in a row for the Flashes.
week with Fifth leading by one point. gain the necessary yardage, on fourth
down Shinn went back to try a place Three of these count in the Ohio conThird and Seventh played to a
ment, he ball resting on the 12 yard ference games, thus placing Kent as
in the
line. The kick was lowland wide and the king, of kings.
season. The "last quarter" wTirBe With it went the Scots' chances to win
Heidelberg tops the Ohio confer
highlighted by two games: Fifth and the ball game. Denison tried one line
Seventh and Fifth and Third. The play before the game ended.
ence circuit with five wins and no defirst game will be played Thursday
feats, while Wittenberg is close behind
Visitors Underrated
.
with four wins.
at 3:45 p.m., the second will be played
It looked like a high score was in
a week from this Thursday at 3:45. In the offing as Ditch duplicated his
the Independant League it looks like Mount Union touchdown jaunt of a
the County team has the race sewed year ago, but as the game setded
up. Although they have lost one game down it seemed to many spectators
that the visitors had been underrated
they still will play enoughTgameso
They were big and tough and were
CHRISTMAS CARDS
get their point total to more than primed for the Wooster fray. They
eight. The most a Kenarden team can made 140 yards by rushing to 70 for

Final

0

13-- 0

score-lesjTti-

e

opening-game-of-t- he

-.
.-

PERFUME
y
NEW EFFECT

fa

.

THE PERFUME Olr ROYAL
LONDON

"

J.

Distinctive

get in the league is eight points as they the home team. Both teams completed
3 passes, but Wooster fumbled five
only play four independent games.
l
and lost
times
on three of
In last week's play Third and Fifth
those
miscues.
turned in the top scores. Third dethe-bal-

while Fifth
feated the Orahoods
The Scot backs still are not getting
Seventh also the
defeated First 24-necessary blocking, but did show
chalked up it's fourth win defeating some very nice running
at times. GernThe County team was hard ert, Popa, Prentice and Eicher stood
'The second quarter was mainly a Sixth 18-punting duel with both teams having pressed to defeat First
out on defense, with Bill Balloon also
playing his usual steady game. The
team is still on the upgrade, so look
out, Bowling Green and Oberlin.
32--

0,

0.

With Your Name
Imprinted

50 for $1.00
50 Cards of One Design or
Assorted (5 each of 10 designs)

0.

6--

THE COLLIER PRINTING CO?
Bcvcr and North Sts.

Phone" 400

0.

The Index Board

7

Would, like to have the SENIOR PHOTOS
made as soon as possible.

Printed and Engraved Stationery

I.

:.';';-

-

rY'rr'and Corona

Smith
(Portable Typewriters
C.

We service all makes of typewriters

.

YOU CAN HAVE

Call Phone 145 for appointment

--A

Dawson Studio
We Have Made College Portraits for 46 Years
Upstaira--acros-

s

from Hotel. Wooster

Snyder

BLUE WILLOW

-

v

'

Toasted-Sandwi- ch

And Hot Chocolate
.

ALL FOR

20c
Next to Wayne County Bank

25 for $1.00
25 Cards of One Design or
Assorted (5 each of 5 designs)

AT THE

.

ALSO

--

Studio
Camera and Gift Shop
E. Uberty at Bever Sts.

PHONE 16

Sweeping along on the crest of
every wave of formal, glittering fes. "Bond Street,1 the rich.
tivity
new perfume
. . darting of Yard
ley's gay young worldlings Her
and abroad Presented solely in its
royally blazoned packaging. $2.53

to $13X0.
.
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Waiters Entertain OHor Extra Help YJooster Girl Dons Blue Jeans and Views "America's Announcements College Malls
To Math Students Last1 JonUer'LWhile oji Bicycle
the North Sophomore Forum
Girls
Holden Hall
New Streamlined
Extra help classes in mathematics
esriring
meet these friendly
to
It
are being conducted twice weekly by
By BETH DUFFIELD
speak to the
Dean Bruere
people and to learn their tongs and
Hallowe'en Night Bill Bailey in cooperation withV the "America's Last Frontier", Alaska,
Game Backboards
"Campus
Sophomore Forum
was

mathematics department.
The classes, which started this week
In festive observance of Hallowe'en and will continue throughout the sethe Holden hall waiters, under the di- mester, meet on Tuesday and Thursrection of headwaiter Robert Haring day evenings in Kauke 104. Algebra
con retted the upper dining hall into 01 will be taught from 7:00 to 8:00
a irerf realistic appearing witches' pjn., and trigonometry 101 from
den for the evening meal Oct. 31.
8:00 to 9:00 p.m. on Tuesday nights.
red
large
included
Oa Thursday evenings plane analyThe decorations
which
pasteboard
hats
small
tic geometry and the differential caltie and
the
while
serving,
culus will be taught in the correspondwore
waiters
the
meal, candles and napkins in tradi- ing periods respectively.
Although the classes are primarily
tional black and orange, and large
cooking kettle which was arranged on intended for those freshmen and
one of the serving stands at the end of sophomore students having trouble in
the dining room as the infamous their work, any other students desirwitches' caldron. Inside the caldron was ing extra help or practice in work of
a pan of water in which chunks of this kind are welcome to attend.
dry ice floated and steamed in the
light given off by a bulb placed inside the caldron and underneath the
pan of dry ice. Beneath the caldron
itself were several logs, red paper, and
The Freshman Debate club met
a red light to represent the fire.
Monday, Nov. 4, in Taylor hall. The
" After the meal the girls remained in entire club took part in a discussion
the dining hall to hear a program con- on the subject:. Resolved that the
sisting' of various songs sung by Scott United States should stop japan by
Leonard to the accompaniment of Jim any means. Frederick Cowgill presentWise at the parlor piano; a humorous ed the affirmative points and Don
skit, on baseball by Jack Mellin and Coates outlined the negative stand on
Bob Lessing; and several "corn" songs the question. A vote, taken before and
of the "Red River Valley" type sung after the discussion showed six memby Dan. Miles to the music of his own bers affirmative, and seven negative,
guitar.
with no change in opinion as a result

Frosh Debate U.S.

PolicyIn J a pan

Not to be outdone, the lower Holden crew of waiters under Toby Drys-dalheadwaiter, also served in costume which consisted mainly of large
whiskers and wry masks.
t

e,

Women's Forum

...

Discusses Problems
Virginia Sallenbach, Marjory Owen,
and Bonita Spooner will lead the dis
cussion in opperclasswomen s forum
Sunday. Each will speak on a topic
related to the problems of college
women. The topics chosen are: (1)
What are the things that college women have to do for themselves? (2)
Do we have to stay the way we are?
(3)' How can we regain our religious
""
"
outlookr
.
Eleanor Grady will have charge of
devotionals. Mrs. Sharp's Forum meets
at 10 a.m. in Kauke social room.
"

,

.

of the argument.

The president appointed Don Coates,
Bill Hydorn, John Bathgate, and
Peggy Welsh as a committee to select
several topics for discussion in future
meetings and to be speakers at the
next meeting, Monday, Nov. 11.. The
subject will be one of interest to college students and can be discussed
without previous preparation. The
meeting will convene in room 6, Taylor hall.

The Wooster branch of the American Association of University Women
has a scholarship loan fund for women
of high calibre who find it necessary
to borrow money to complete their
college course. Preference is given to
senior women.
Applications for loans for the current year should be made before Dec.
1 to Miss Ruth
Richardson, Spanish

ly

to sketch, and to try
our luck at hooking breakfast trout
from clear cool streams. Even the stif-feclimb was repaid when we arrived
at the top of a peak and washed our
faces in snow as we contemplated the
coast ahead of. us. Our leisurely
schedule left us plenty of time to
match tall tales with sourdoughs of
'98 and to take a day off now and
then at some friendly lakeside resort.
Highspot of the summer was our jaunt
up the Tanana river in two small
freight barges which, supply trading
posts in Indian villages which have
no other contact with the white man.
photographs,

up the Richardsotv'Highway" (a dirt
and gravel trail !) We had already
cycled at every opportunity, as our
boat made frequent stops to unload
tin cans for the salmon canneries and
remembered especially the eerie midnight ride at Ketchikan and a mad
dash against time to see the glacier
near Juneau. The trail was quite a different proposition 370 miles of scenery . and undiluted hospitality. The
latter factor more than made up for
the comparative rarity of the human
element and it was a relief tomake
haste slowly stopping to talk with all
those we met along the way, to make

st

.

CHAPEL

Chera Club Prepares
To Issue "Catalyst"

in-teresti-

ng,

All of us were more than once
tempted to succumb to the strange
compelling power of Alaska which
Robert Service has expressed so well
in his book, The Spell of the Yukon."
But instead we came home at least
imbued with a desire to convince the
world in. general that the Alaska we
know is not a land of igloos and
Eskimos and perpetual cold.
:

S. Davis and R. Rice

Perform In

Chapel

German

Meets

For First Assembly

.

t

.

Radio May Present Seven Programs
Simultaneously at Columbia's WABC

I

shown treating some phase of the field

"

of economics.

The Wayne County

Ilaiional Banf

JIM ALLARDICE

Congressmen Debate
On Conscription Act

,

w
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Streamlined backboards, which of
fer a' much better view for spectators
sitting at the end of the floor, were
International Relations club will installed in Severance Gymnasium this
meet at Babcock at 7:49 p.m. Wednes- week. This is the first year that backday, Nov. 13. Recently elected mem- boards of, this type have been legal,
although they have been tried experibers will be initiated at this time.
mentally by coaches throughout the
country in classes and practice sesEpsilon Rho
sions.
The biggest advantage for
Wooster fans, according to Coach
Epsilon Rho, education fraternity
Mose Hole, is. that those sitting in
will
Monday, Nov. 1 1 in lower
back of the baskets, either on the main
Babcock at 7 p.m.
floor or in the balcony, have a bet
. An interesting and worthwhile
pro
ter picture of the game. There will be
gram has been planned by Rea Hart
no one on the main floor who won't
ley.
be able to see the entire game.
"Nothing at all will be lost," Hole
World Fellowship
continued, "as far as scoring goes, and

International Club

-

.....

.

-

much wasted space will be eliminated.
I think they, will be required within
tog"""Sundy7Novr9 aT" 9a3nT"in sTFew years, but right now they will
Kauke lounge.
be more advantageous for gyms such
'
There will be music and devotions. as Weoster's and not those whose baskets are attached to the end walls."
"I'm sure the players and the stuC. A.
Y.
dents both will like them," was Coach
Movies of Alaska were shown at a Hole's final comment.
combined meeting of Y.M. and Y.W.
on Wednesday. The pictures were
shown in lower Babcock by Mr. Robert
Moore of the high school faculty.
Next week Y. W. C. A. will meet
at the usual time in separate interest
groups.
Most famous of the sucessful grad-

World Fellowship

will

hold a

meet- -

W.

Genevieve Howe

uates from the Conservatory of Music
at Wooster, is Miss Genevieve Rowe
of the class of '30. A vocal student
of Miss Eve Richmond, Miss Rowe
attained her nrst measure or success
during her senior year at Wooster
when she was the national winner of
the Atwater Kent radio auditions for
singers.
Miss Rowe was awarded a 3,000
schoUl
eash prise as well as A two-yearship in music. After her graduation
from Wooster, she continued her studies under several famous vocal teachers
in New York, and won several confelr
tests. She was awarded a
lowship a t t h e Julliard Graduate
School of Music in New York.

MenY Glee Club
The Men's Glee club will meet on
the Chapel steps at 10 a.m. Saturday,
Nov. 9 for the taking of their Index
picture. Members are to wear tuxedoes,
wing collars and black ties.
,

al

non-profession-

NY.

A.

ar

The, second period for students em
ployed on projects paid from NYA
funds ends Sunday, Nov. 10. All time
reports should be in the office of the
Student Aid director Saturday, if possible and not later than 11:30 a.m.
Monday. ,
Immediate success was not forthStudents this month may work 45
coming, but Miss Rowe continued to
hours instead of the 40 hour month
work toward her goal. For many years
which has been established for the
she made no claim to fame, but was
school year.
finally "rediscovered" singing in the
chorus on the "Johnny Presents" proParmelee Invites Alumni gram. Since the time when she filled
For Commencement Week in as a soloist, she has appeared as the
featured singer on this program. '
At the present time, Miss Rowe
Professor Parmelee has been noti
has
a full broadcast schedule, being
fied by the committee of which Prof.
several days a week over the
heard
Remp is chairman that 'the orchestra
T
will have the Sunday evening spot of
Miss
Rowe
Aiding
in nearly every
commencement week. This will be the
date of their alumni concert which we step of her career, has been her hushave heard so much about. All alumni band, Robert P. Hill, also a graduate
are invited to play in celebration of of Wooster and a former member of
the 27th anniversary of the Wooster the Conservatory faculty. An eminent
orchestra, professor Parmelee expects pianist, Mr. Hill has accompanied his
to have an augmented orchestra of wife in many recitals and in some of
her greatest moments of triumph.
200 members on this occasion.
two-yea-

air-wave-

s.

Omicron Delta Elects
Omicron Delta, local honorary journalistic fraternity, held a meeting
Friday, Nov. 8 in Galpin park. The
club accepted the resignation of Jim
Allardice as president and unanimous
ly elected Helen Merry to fill the va
cated position.
The fraternity also elected Jim
Wise associate editor of the Voice,
to membership in the group.
Alumni members were invited to at
tend the meeting and among those
present were Marguerite Mull, asso
ciate editor of the. 1939-4- 0
Voice.
Plans were discussed concerning

musical' theme comes from all the
speakers, and a voice tells us that we
are hearing a program originating in
Columbia's Hollywood studios.
have thrown
The switches the
have put the three small networks together into one large one, enabling
the program from Hollywood to comej
through New York to the South and
Middle West. While this program is
on the air, our men pre-se- t
the keys
wei.-."ri;czv?vt
;occwfi
which
dials
and
such a position, since he is preceeded underlying the
recent conscription act, ing in New York, T room called Mas- that come after this
to four different were considered.
by Al Ferguson and Bill Pocock.
and the thesis concerns Nazism in ter Control. If the network be re- split networks. There is
no such phrase
Latin America, entitled "New Na- garded as a nervous system, Master as "dull routine"
radio.
in
Control is its ganglion.
tions to Conquer".
We're watching two men sitting before
a panel covered with a bewilder- Presents One-A-ct
Plays
Wooster-Theat- re
New Professor-Lecture- s.
maze ofdiels, keys, switches, patch
Problem cords, plugs and loudspeakers. A Two one-ac- t plays, "Devil on Stilts"
On Map-colorin- g
welter of music and talk pours from and "Suppressed Desire", will.be pre
sented on Dad's Day, Nov. 9, at 8 p.m
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
The Wooster Mathematics club met three of the loudspeakers.
It's now five twenty-ninMonday evening, Nov. 4 to hear Dr.
and these in Scott auditorium.
RONALD COLEMAN
The characters in "Devil on Stilts"
Loyal F. Ollmann Jgcture on the programs are ready to go off the air
GINGER ROGERS .
their signature music has started, are: Glendaj Martha Stark; Bernice,
in
Four Color problem of topology.
"Lucky Partners"
Dr. Ollmann discussed several ele- and their announcers are making Charis Lewis; and Mrs. Elredge, Kay
Sable Brown or Black Dressy
mentary
aspects of his topic before their closing remarks. All three an- Smith. Those chosen for "Suppressed
Shoes in heels that- - are smart
Also
but comfortable. Many other
taking up the main problem of map nouncements end, almost as if by .a Desire" are: Henrietta, Lucy Simon;
"Sky Murder"
'
patterns.
coincidence, with the word-cue- :
coloring.
'This Mabel, Margaret Friedinger: snd
Regular meetings of the club will is the Columbia Broadcasting Sys- Stephen, Bill Devitt.
up
.
These two plays were selected from
be held on the first Monday of each tem." We look at the clock: they have
SUNDAY. MONDAY
month, with a different speaker pre- synchronized to almost the exact sec- those studied in the advanced inter
"Foreign Correspondent?
pretation class last spring. The direc
senting a topic of interest at each ond of 5:29:30, the ideal time.
with- ..--. ..
"
meeting, according to Kenneth Yates, . When the last --i'System'L is heard, tors are chosen from the class in play
JOEL McGREA
Shoe. Store ;
president.
the two men we' are watching start to production.
move, pressing buttons, holding keys
TUESDAY
From the loudspeakers the theme muSPAGHETTI
ITALIAN
sic continues. Then from the local out
Bell's Hawaiian Follies
let speaker come the words: "This is
SUNDAY NIGHT
On Our" Stage In Person
'
'
WABC, New York."
,
V
Also
More
pushed,
and
buttons
are
then,
"Dancing on a .Dime"
as the clock points to 5:30:00, a new
CALL
Few people realize that the facilities
of a single radio station can be used
to broadcast more than one program
at the same time. And yet, in such a
station as Columbia's key station,
November Bulletin.
The next meeting of Congressional
WABC. in New .. York, as many as
AUardice edited theTndex for the
club will be held Monday evening;
'
year 1939-4wrote the scripts for Nov. 11, at 7:00. The program in- seven programs may originate togethereach heard in a different part
two Gum Shoe Hops,' and is a column- cludes
a thesis to be read by Jerry
of the country.
ist on. the Voice.
, .
Stryker, and a debate presented 'by
However, he is not the. first under- This magic is performed in a room
Jack Mellin and Jim Blackwood. The
,.
jot.,

Jim AUardice, '41, has been made
a member of the staff of the Alumni
Bulletin, and will write a column called
"The Tyro Talks" beginning with the

0,

Public Square and W. Liberty

-

st

wide-sprea-

THE Corporation will meet again
on Nov. 20, when movies will be

:

the-gho-

Friday, Nov. 8 Dad's Day address
j by Prof. E. M. Hole.
At-i- ts
regular
Jin Monday No Vir 11 Patriotic musie in
Mr. Stanley Davis, cellist, with Mr.
Tuesday, Nov. 5, the Chemistry club
commemoration of Armistic Day
Robert Rice at the organ, will give a
completed, plans for the publication Tuesday) Nov, 12
Convocation
program of religious-patrioti- c
music
of an issue of the "Catalyst," a chem- Wednesday, Nov. 13
Address by
chapel
during
hour
Monday,
Nov.
on
istry department bulletin; Work is in
President Wishart.
1 1, in celebration
of Armistic Day.
progress on the preparation of a "Di- Thursday, Nov. 14: Convocation.
Among other numbers, his program
rectory" of all Wooster College chemwill include the following:
istry majors both present and past.
"Battle Hymn of the Republic" by
Dr. Kieffer of the department disConference Concerns
Steffe; "Melody" by Brig. General
cussed his graduate work at Ohio
Charles Dawes; "America the BeautiState and Brown University. He em- Christian Position
ful", "My Maryland" by Randall; and
phasized the problems that would conA conference for Ohio College and "Finlandia" by Sibelius.
front those planning to take graduate
leaders
work in chemistry. After an open dis- University students and their
will be held at St. Edmund's Camp,
cussion with numerous questions, the
Glendale, Ohio Saturday, Nov. 9, at
Club
meeting was adjourned.
2:00 p.m. and will last until 3:00 p.m.
Sunday.
Those from Wooster planiyrlg fo attend are: Martha Wylie, Barbara
Monday, Nov. 4, the German club
Johnson, Frank Coe, Dick Wallace, held its first meeting of the year in the
and Dr. Schreiber.
Athenian room in Kauke hall. The
The conference is being held in ac- meeting opened with the singing of
d
cord with a
trend o f several German songs. Prof. Frederick
Christian sentiment throughout the Graebel presented a talk on his first
country emphasizing the position of impressions of Germany when he went
Christian students in a world at arms. there to study in 1933. Following Prof.
will be held Graebel's talk, the five piece . band
- Individual conferences
by various Christian leaders present played several German songs. .
which will be attended by all students
The club which is a strictly social
desiring guidance in planning careers and cultural one, is open to any stuin religion.
dent taking German.

types of policies.

'
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BETH DUFFIELD
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t
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As Writer of "Tyro Talks" Column

bi-week-

meeting Wednesday, Nov. 6 in the
economics room, at which time Mr.
William Flattery discussed prospects
in the field of insurance for a college graduate. Mr. Flattery, who conducts an insurance business in Woos-teincluded in his discussion a com-- "
parison of metropolitan and rural opportunities in one business, a compar- inn tf tK
tttr Irnmirn intnrinii
I

iJ

1

Jim AUardice Joins Bulletin Stafi

In THE Corporation
THE Corporation held its

r

We learned about gold mining by
observing large and small scale operations and by doing a little panning
We watched the natives
ourselves.
catch salmon in their fish wheels and
gingerly sampled the product they
dried. It was better than tasty and
a pleasant 'change the eternal canned
foods. We spread our bed rolls in any
available shelter from abandoned telegraph stations to American Legion
Posts and became quite casual about
the mosquitoes who so solidtiously
took our blood tests.
We were surprised to find that even
the Seattle papers considered our
venture news and were more than delighted to make a half hour broadcast
over the modern radio station KFAR
in Fairbanks on completing the first
leg of our journey. Mining boom
towns and a --jaunt up totown of Circle were included in our
intinerary before we went on to Ml
McKinley Park .and then cycled
through the fertile Matanuska Valley
where the government has resettled
farmers from the Dust Bowl in an
if not altogether successful
cooperative colony.

tianity", Sunday, Nov. 10, at 9:45 a.m.

ting

Deserving Women
May Obtain Loans

Chris-

"On

is a fabulous land where common laborers earn ninety cents an hour and
airplanes are used more casually than
taxis. Men outnumber women by a
ratio of eight to one, and as a consequence nurses are married off almost
as fast as they arrive. School teachers
only work two years. Men are in great
demand, too, with airports and gold
mines operating on a three shift
basis.
This past summer nine of us drawn
from widely scattered parts of the
country by the American Youth Hostels Travel Service set out to make the
pioneer bicycle tour of the territory
(and incidentally to live on a dollar
a day in comparison to. the ten or
more the tourists has to spend.) After
the beautiful trip up the peaceful inside passage, we donned blue jeans
and loaded our bicycles with sleeping
bags, a minimum of equipment, and
all the food we could possibly pack
before setting out from Valdez to push

bi-weekly-mee-

office.

flattery Leads Talk
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Scarlet Slipper
Clack Mask
for fingertips lips cheeks !)
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Hit Parade -- 1941
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Corporation "'
Federal Reserve System
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BAKER

FRANCIS LANGFORD
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WEITZEL
Phone 260

Dry Cleaning Co,
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LERCn PASTRY SHOP
PHONE 160
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Paul Lamale, agent
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Exciting as their names . . .
these naughty but nice Rev-Io- n
colors to complement
your new clothes to
perfection!
.

,

Pink Carter of Scarlet Slipper In '
Revlon Nail Enamel
(Cream or Pearl-Clofinish), Lipstick and Cheek Stick (clever
cream rouge in stick form! Black
Mask in Revlon Cream Nail Enamel
only
.
nail enamel 60e
'

long-wearin- g

.

w

LIPSTICK

f 1.00

-

CHEEK STICK $1.00

Wear the New Jewelry

HAIR ORNAMENTS
In Metals and Pearls

59c

each

